
GST eLearning Programme
Enabling your People

Are you ready for change?
The introduction of GST signifies material 
change and in order to be ready, organisations 
will need to adapt and prepare effectively. 

The Deloitte GST eLearning 
programme will help organisations 
become GST ready by educating a 
spectrum of stakeholders – internal 
teams, customers, and vendors 
through a structured programme 
on what GST means for them and 
their role in helping their own 
organisations to become GST ready. 

In preparing for GST a raft of new concepts, definitions, requirements and 
processes will need to be understood and implemented in a very challenging 
timescale. The implications of GST for every individual will vary according to their 
function in the organisation. 
To assist in helping individuals understand what GST means for them four 
specific e-learning modules have been developed.  These ensure the knowledge 
is relevant and easily applicable in a day to day context.

eLearning Modules

 • Procurement – Learn and prepare on relevant areas 
of the GST regulations and compliances impacting 
the procure-to-pay process and vendor management 
requirements

 • Sales & Distribution – Train and prepare the Sales 
teams to understand the impact on the process from 
order-to-cash and manage customer expectations

 • Accounting, Finance, Legal & Tax – Learn and 
understand the new indirect tax system applicable 
to daily business transactions and ensure full 
compliance from recording-to-reporting perspectives

 • Business leader (CXO) – Learn and understand on 
a broad level how this new indirect tax system will 
operate and impact our work and business in day to 
day life. Helps to assess the GST readiness stage

360 degree GST readiness. 
Are you geared?

eLearning is the easy and 
efficient solution to make 
sure that everyone in your 
organisation is trained to 
handle the change

Features 

Technology enabled learning experience Request a demo

 • Tailored and custom modules, suitable for different stakeholders, 

 • Interactive learning, simulated scenario and assessments to ensure user engagement 

 • Flexible learning pace available on-demand 

 • Leverage and benefit from the practical experience of Deloitte’s network of global indirect tax specialists 

 • Cost-effective, up-to-date technical and practical training for various roles

 • On cloud portal

 • Real time learning reports 

 • Dedicated user support

 • Multi-platform accessibility

Please visit http://gstelearning.deloitteanalytics.in  
for further information  

Please write to ingstpmo@deloitte.com for requesting a demo or  
to connect with our eLearning champions

Helping you prepare for GST
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